
Crypto investment fund agreement - AIDIA LLC - CLIENT

This investment management agreement is made on 22-12-2021 with (Aidia FZ LLE
Fujairah - Creative Tower P.O. Box 4422 Fujairah with trading License 17650/2021 and CLIENT 

 Aidia FZ LLE wants to act as your investment
trader within the cryptocurrency market in accordance with the terms and conditions of this agreement.

This agreement is intended to outline the responsibilities of the parties with regard to the investment management
services to be provided by Aidia FZ LLE.

1. Aidia FZ LLE will give you the benefit of our continuing study of market conditions, will do future trading, ICO’s and
spot trading, Aidia FZ LLE shall provide advice from time to time regarding the allocation of your assets, including the
specific allocation of the crypto currency investments.

2. Clients can every 3 months increase or decrease their managed assets. First opportunity to withdraw funds will
be the 15th of March.

3. Clients will receive statements directly from Aidia FZ LLE every wednesday .

4. All information and advice furnished by either Aidia FZ LLE or client to the other, including respective agents and
employees, shall be treated as confidential and shall not be disclosed to third parties

5. Aidia FZ LLE shall be paid Advisory Fees for its investment management services at the time of ‘cashing out’ follows
for managing your account(s) on a discretionary basis.

Assets Under Management Rate on the profit
Any amount 20%
Withdrawal and/or deposit via wire 2%

Client sent $500,000 (five-hundred-thousand-united-states-dollars in USDT)
to address TJbmxJqD4HLd2ZHah2hvcRqEAzb8qVUysT Tx id:

Investment Management fees are calculated and payable when the client wants to. Client authorizes Aidia FZ LLE deduct
the fee from the account(s). Client will receive a weekly update with the current value of the fund. Clients will moreover
receive a login with weekly updates with the current status of the balance and P&L reports.

6. Aidia FZ LLE does not provide tax or legal advice, and recommends you consult with your tax and/or legal advisor
for such guidance. Aidia FZ LLE is not qualified to prepare accounting or legal documents for the implementation of client’s
financial plans which includes but is not limited to legal advice, opinions, determinations, documents, or tax returns and
accounting documents.

7. Client acknowledges that past performance of investments recommended by Aidia FZ LLE should not be construed
as an indication of future results, which will prove to be better or worse than past results. YOUR INVESTMENTS WILL GO UP
OR DOWN, DEPENDING ON MARKET CONDITIONS. Aidia FZ LLE will make no promises, guarantees or warranties that any of
our services will result in a profit to the client

8. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this agreement, or the breach thereof, shall be settled by
binding arbitration, in accordance with the commercial arbitration rules of the American Arbitration Association, and
judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be entered in any court having jurisdiction thereof.






